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  . . . uhmm let's be honest, what's it called, woodcrafting into incredible devices." By this point, many of the original gameplay
elements have become more than a mere part of the game: The crafting system, known as the "Alchemy System" for many
years, gives the player the opportunity to create new tools and recipes for them. Various objects of the game can be broken
down into their component parts and then re-assembled. This mechanic was very innovative, and was something that many

games could not even approach. A few games, such as the Elder Scrolls series, allowed for a crafting-based economy and even
gave the player a separate inventory item for their crafted items, allowing the player to make use of their creations, as well as
give them a sense of ownership to their creations. Because most of the actual gameplay is in the world and based in the game's

mythology, in many ways the game was not designed to be linear, and the game can be played in a variety of ways. Battle system
The Battle system involves numerous creature types, which behave differently, and are controlled by the player's actions or

attacks. The creature types are as follows: Using one of the creatures, the player can control or "command" it. A command is
generally not just an attack, but can also include evasive maneuvers, and other actions or abilities to augment the creature's

normal attacks. The various commands can also be used to direct the other creatures in the battle. For example, a Fargi Follower
can attack or defend, while a Creature Champion can attack and heal. When commanded to attack by a Creature Champion, the

Fargi Follower will respond first to the attack command. The creatures can be commanded to move to another spot in the
environment, such as a stone, which can then be attacked by the creatures. Horde commands can be given to the player's

creatures, which will spawn additional creatures to participate in the battle, to make it more dynamic. Combat in the game is
turn-based, similar to the strategy genre, with the exception that the creatures fight each other instead of the player. The battle is
repeated, and the player's creatures, as well as the creatures of their opponents, take damage until one side is defeated. The type

of damage dealt will vary depending on what command is being used. The creatures in the battle can also die, and will drop
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